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JIP is a Java Interactive Profiler Product Key. It is not a true profiler like hprof because it's only interactive when your program is running. However, it does turn on and off so it is very useful for low overhead profiling. JIP has the following features: ￭ Interactive mode: If the JIP VM is turned on while your application is running, JIP shows you a table that is similar to the output of hprof. However, unlike hprof, it is
interactive, so you can start and stop the VM at will. You can filter the data so you can focus only on the data that you need to view. ￭ No native code: JIP does not use any native code. In fact, JIP actually hooks the JVM classloader which allows it to capture the timing data it requires. ￭ Very low overhead: Like hprof, you can turn the JIP VM on and off. However, you don't have to worry about performance degradation

because JIP only modifies classes and packages that you select. The overhead of JIP is very small. ￭ Performance Timings: Like hprof, you can view the timings of your application. However, JIP actually tracks the amount of time to gather the data so you can see that data too! ￭ Filters: Like hprof, you can filter the packages and classes that you view in JIP. This is extremely useful because you can turn off profiler output for
only the classes and packages that you want to see. This is also very useful for profiling nested packages. ￭ Web Profiling: JIP includes web support. You can hook the classes, packages and static methods of the web container so you can profile the web application. This is very useful for web applications and it allows you to profile the entire web container. Here are some examples of how to use JIP to profile a web application:

1. Using a webapp server: You can use the command line to start a web application. However, if you need to profile the web application at the same time, you can use JIP. Here are a few ways that you can do this: a. Deploy an hprof jar file to your web application: To profile your web application on a web server, you can use the following command to start it: java -server -Xmx256m -Djava.util.logging.config.file=
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ProfilerName Time spent in the profiler (% of total running time) Time spent in the profiler (ms) Overall time (ms) Maximum time (ms) Minimum time (ms) Execution time of the calling routine (ms) Performance info Date jip Sends a profiler message to all interested agents. If profiling is enabled, you will get a message that indicates profiling is enabled and a time spent in the profiler. It also allows you to specify the
packages or classes to profile. Durations from each time are also displayed. ProfilerName String containing the name of the profiler Percentage of total running time Time spent in profiler (ms) Overall time (ms) Maximum time (ms) Minimum time (ms) Execution time of the calling routine (ms) Performance info Date 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 ProfilerName Time spent in profiler (% of total running time) Time spent in
profiler (ms) Overall time (ms) Maximum time (ms) Minimum time (ms) Execution time of the calling routine (ms) Performance info Date &jip The remaining arguments of this macro are ignored. ProfilerName String containing the name of the profiler &percentage Percentage of total running time &time Time spent in profiler (ms) &overall Overall time (ms) &max Maximum time (ms) &min Minimum time (ms) &date
Date &performance Performance info &date Date &format Text output format Percentage, time, time spent, overall, maximum, minimum, and execution time time Time spent in profiler &info Date and performance info A & Keywords Java Interactive Profiler Free Download (JIP) As mentioned earlier, Java Interactive Profiler is a low overhead and high performance profiler that is written entirely in Java. JIP gives the

developer the ability to turn the profiler on and off while the VM is running. You can also filter out classes and packages as well as control the output. Here are some key features of "Java Interactive Profiler": ￭ Interactivity. hprof is not an interactive profiler. It starts when your program 1d6a3396d6
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The Java Interactive Profiler, also referred to as JIP, is a profiler for the Java Virtual Machine. It is included in Java 6 and is used by the HotSpot compiler to gather performance data. JIP's objective is to provide a profiler that is: ￭ user friendly: does not create large overhead. ￭ fast: starts and ends quickly. ￭ comprehensive: handles all kinds of objects. ￭ interactive: allows the user to turn it on and off. The library consists of
several classes: ￭ An Instrumentation class. This is the API to the JIP library. The instrumentation class is responsible for turning the JIP profiler on and off, and parsing the results. ￭ A Profiler class. The profiler class is the actual profiler. It gathers performance data and stores it. ￭ A JVM class. This class manages all the Java Virtual Machine calls that are required by the profiler. The JVM class also provides some utility
methods. The Instrumentation class has a main method that the JVM calls to start the JIP profiler. The JVM's main method is called at the start of every Java Virtual Machine. Therefore, JIP will be turned on whenever the JVM is started. The instrumentation class has a method called startProfiling(boolean) that can be used to turn the profiler on. If the profiler is turned on, it will gather the current data and send it to a server to
be stored. The instrumentation class has a method called stopProfiling() that can be used to turn the profiler off. The JVM will call this method when it is about to exit. The profiler class has a method called reportResults(Data) that will gather all the performance data and send it to the server. Data is a Map that maps class names to profiler results. Profiler's reportResults method can be used to turn the profiler on and off again.
It can also be used to request specific classes to be displayed. This allows the developer to filter out classes. JVM: The JVM is an abstraction of the Java Virtual Machine. It manages and dispatches all the JVM calls required by the profiler. It also returns the status of any JVM calls made by the profiler. For example, if you start a JVM and then start the profiler, the

What's New In Java Interactive Profiler?

Java Interactive Profiler (JIP) is a light weight profiler that can be easily turned on and off and provides the developers the ability to track the amount of time that they spend executing each class and package. JIP can be used to measure absolute and relative performance of various classes and packages. JIP is a Java based profiler with the following features: ￭ Interactivity. hprof is not an interactive profiler. It starts when your
program starts and ends when the JVM exits. In many cases this doesn't give you a true measure of performance since the Just In Time compiler doesn't compile code on the first pass. In addition, this type of profiler is not useable at all in web applications since you end up profiling the web container as well as the web application. JIP, on the other hand, allows you to turn the profiler on and off while the JVM is running. ￭ No
native code. Most profilers have some native component. This is because most profilers use the JVMPI (Java Virtual Machine Profiling Interface) which requires the use of native components. JIP, however, is pure Java. It takes advantage of the Java5� feature which allows you to hook the classloader. JIP adds aspects to every method of every class that you want to profile. These aspects allow it to capture performance data. ￭
Very low overhead. Most profilers are very slow. In many cases hprof will cause a program to run 20 times slower. JIP, on the other hand, is lightweight. A VM with profiling turned on is about twice as slow as one without a profiler. When the profiler is turned off, there is almost no overhead associated with using JIP. ￭ Performance Timings. JIP gathers performance data. You cannot use most profilers to do timings of your
application. hprof, for example, will show you the relative amount of time that is spent in different parts of your code, but hprof has so much overhead, that you cannot use it to get real world timing measurements. JIP, on the other hand, actually tracks the amount of time used to gather performance data and factors that time out of its analysis. This allows you to get close to real world timings for every class in your code. So
there is no need to litter your code with System.currentTimeMillis()! ￭ Filters by package/class name. One of the annoying things about hprof is that there is no way to filter out classes by class or package name. JIP allows you to do just that (for more information, look at the profile.properties file). This in not to say that the execution time is not included. It is included but can only be seen in the execution time of the calling
routine.
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System Requirements:

The minimum system requirements are: OS: Windows Vista/Windows 7 Windows Vista/Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent, AMD Phenom II X4 or equivalent. Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent, AMD Phenom II X4 or equivalent. RAM: 2GB or more 2GB or more Hard Drive Space: 2GB or more Graphics card: OpenGL 2.0 or higher required Sound card: DirectX 9.0c compatible DirectX 9.0c compatible CD-
ROM Drive: CD-ROM
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